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Abstract: The pessimist Schopenhauer is well known as an Indophile; his own
philosophy combines Plato, Kant, and the Upanishads. But later pessimists, such
as E. M. Cioran in works such as La Chute dans le temps [Fall into Time] (1964), are
profoundly critical of the European fascination with Asian philosophy and its in-
fluence on the lineage of European ontological and ethical thought. TheMaoïstes
of the 1960s held that European Orientalism had only served to reinforce the worst
aspects of the materialist secularism of the legacy of the Enlightenment. Cioran
felt the same, and yet he advocates ideas that fall in line with basic tenets of Asian
religions, and saw the youthful passion of 1960s Paris negatively. But in the
twenty-first century, as increasing numbers of Western youths are joining groups
that wish to do harm to the US and Europe in opposition to their ideologies, one
wonders what lessons we might glean from the Occidentalism of Cioran as we at-
tempt to combat the perpetuation of such reified binaries ourselves.
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1 Roots in pessimist Orientalism

In 2004, Ian Buruma and Avishai Margalit published Occidentalism: The West in
the Eyes of Its Enemies, a book that grew out of a response to the 11 September at-
tacks that they had published in The New York Review of Books, a book in which
they argue:

The view of the West in Occidentalism is like the worst aspects of its counterpart, Oriental-
ism, which strips its human targets of their humanity. Some Orientalist prejudices made
non-Western people seem less than fully adult human beings; they had the minds of chil-
dren, and could thus be treated as lesser breeds. Occidentalism is at least as reductive; its bi-
gotry simply turns the Orientalist view upside down. To diminish an entire society or a civi-
lization to a mass of soulless, decadent, money-grubbing, rootless, faithless, unfeeling
parasites is a form of intellectual destruction. (Buruma and Margalit 2004, 10)

1 This essay is reprinted from Robert Cowan, Solace in Oblivion: Approaches to Transcendence in
Modern Europe (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2020).
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Buruma and Margalit’s definition of the term “Occidentalism” covers most uses of
it, and they are right to see it as the flip side of a kind of thinking that is reductive
and exploitative. In recent years, we have seen much of this rhetoric around the
world – from the leaders of the Islamic State to those of North Korea and else-
where. Further into their book, however, Buruma and Margalit take a vaguely
Orientalist stance themselves, arguing that “the first Occidentalists were
Europeans,” namely provincial nineteenth-century Germans criticizing the deca-
dence of the French capital (2004, 22). Buruma and Margalit find this in Richard
Wagner’s early opera Tannhäuser (1845), with its juxtaposition of the Wartburg
and the Venusberg – the chaste, Christian, German forest contrasts with the frivo-
lous, commercialized, and corrupt world of urban Paris. Thus, theoretically, even
Occidentalism itself was invented in theWest. Such amove, however, ignores cen-
turies of cross-cultural interaction in which cultures “East” and “West” both
praised and blamed, emulated and spurned, cultures different from themselves.2

Orientalism and Occidentalism have been used to try to transcend various
forms of savagery – either that of the supposed subaltern or that of Western capit-
alism. And yet, there is something fascinating about the home-grown, Western
Occidentalist, something compelling in the idea of employing ideas and motifs
from another culture, even driven by romanticism, to criticize one’s own. There
are many examples of this, from the satirical in Thomas More’s Utopia (1516), to
the highly fictionalized, like Alexander Bogdanov’s communist Martian society in
Красная звезда [Red Star] (1908), to very real and present examples like the in-
creasingly large numbers of youths around the world who have joined radical
groups in order to attack people in their own nations. Many of these examples of
Occidentalism are indicative of a profound pessimism about present circum-
stances, and indeed, both Orientalism and Occidentalism have been implicit
strains within the pessimist tradition from Voltaire to Arthur Schopenhauer to E.
M. Cioran and beyond.

Perhaps the greatest proponent of the theory of South Asian origins for Eur-
opeans during the French Enlightenment (the backstory of what would come to be
called the “Aryan Myth”), Voltaire would use such ideas as a means to overturn
the power of Judeo-Christian tradition.3 Schopenhauer is well known as an Indo-
phile; his own philosophy combines the Upanishads with the ideas of Plato and
Immanuel Kant in his masterwork Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung [TheWorld as
Will and Representation] (1818, 1840) and in later works such as Parerga und Para-

2 This has been documented in works such as Waley-Cohen (1999) or Manjapra (2014), to name
only two examples from what is now a vast scholarly literature.
3 See Figueira (2002, 9) and Cowan (2010, 37), among other sources.
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lipomena [Essays and Aphorisms] (1851).4 Schopenhauer’s work lies in the middle
of a German tradition of appropriating Sanskrit literature and Hindu philosophy
that extends from Herder to Hesse and beyond, and belies his deep and enduring
distrust of politics. In my view, however, Schopenhauer understands Asian reli-
gious thought more on its own terms than did early Romantics like Friedrich
Schlegel or fin-de-siècle figures like Friedrich Nietzsche. Schopenhauer recognizes
that existence requires suffering and one can only try to get through life as pain-
lessly as possible. Such insights are shared and elaborated upon by twentieth-cen-
tury pessimists such as the Romanian philosopher E. M. Cioran. Cioran, however,
is also profoundly critical of the European fascination with Asian thought and its
influence on the lineage of European ontological and ethical philosophy in the
half-century and more after Schopenhauer, particularly the Hinduism–Buddhism
vogue of the post-World War II era. Yet, from Précis de décomposition [A Short His-
tory of Decay], his first French-language work in 1949, through books from the
1960s and after, Cioran espouses ideas that have much in common with the Wel-
tanschauungen of Asian religions.

2 Cioran’s critique of the West

In La Chute dans le temps [The Fall into Time] (1964), Cioran continues the anti-
Christian rhetoric he adopted thirty years earlier in his very first book,written in his
nativeRomanianat theageof twenty-three,Peculmile disperării [On theSummits of
Despair] (1934), adding to it criticism of the West’s anxious secularism and trea-
cherous imperialism.Heargues that imperialists are oppressedby the greedof their
own culture and thus will not rest until they have imposed it on peoples elsewhere
who have formerly been exempt from such “benefits” of the European Enlighten-
ment. He cites the Spaniards as exemplars of European self-oppression – subju-
gated by both the Church and by the demands of empire (Cioran 1970, 60).5 Further
on, he criticizes what we would now call “development,” in the sense of “develop-
ing countries,” and theWesterner who forces it on non-Westerners:

The neophyte enthusiasm for luxury and machines, for the deceptions of technology, com-
forts and reassures him: they swell the numbers of the condemned, add unhoped-for fel-
low-sufferers who can help him in their turn, taking upon themselves a part of the burden
that is crushing him or, at least, bearing one that is as heavy as his own. This is what he calls

4 See Nicholls (1999), Copleston (1987), and Kishan (1980), among other sources.
5 Cioran (2003a, 1084–1085). References in the text will be to English translations of Cioran, with
accompanying references to the French originals in the footnotes.
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“advancement,” a word well chosen to camouflage both his treachery and his wounds.6

(Cioran 1970, 60)

Here, in drawing on the thought of the colonial era, which was fortunately coming
to a close in the 1960s, Cioran is already anticipating the continuation of such so-
cio-economic inequalities writ large in the form of the globalization that would be
well underway by the time of his death in the mid-1990s. He refers to progress as
“the modern equivalent of The Fall, the profane version of damnation” (Cioran
1970, 61),7 and argues that civilization is only based on the Western propensity for
the unreal and the useless, claiming that, “if we agreed to reduce our needs, to sa-
tisfy only necessities, civilization would crumble forthwith” (Cioran 1970, 63).8

Then human beings could flourish – or would, at least, be better off, for they
would have found a means to transcend an apparatus based entirely on material-
ist immanence.

Cioran thus writes in the same vein as many of the Occidentalists that Buruma
and Margalit cite – Richard Wagner, those of the Hegelian Kyoto School, the Zio-
nist Theodor Herzl, the 9/11 hijacker Mohammed Atta – but also in the tradition of
pessimist philosophers such as Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Giacomo Leopardi, Frie-
drich Nietzsche, and Albert Camus. At the same time, Cioran does try to under-
stand (to some degree) those he criticizes, in language that, again, presages the
fears of the “Anthropocene”:

It is thus that these specters, these automata, these zombies are less detestable if we reflect
upon the unconscious motives, the deeper reasons for their frenzy: do they not feel that the
interval granted them is shrinking day by day and that the dénouement is taking form? and
is it not to ward off this notion that they immerse themselves in speed? If they were sure of
another future, they would have no motive to flee nor to free themselves, they would slow
down their cadence and take up residence, fearlessly, within an indefinite expectation.9

(Cioran 1970, 73; emphasis in original)

6 “Leur jeune ferveur pour l’outil et le luxe, pour les mensonges de la technique, le rassure et le
remplit d’aise: des condamnés de plus, des compagnons d’infortune inespérés, capables de l’ass-
ister à leur tour, de prendre sur eux une partie du fardeau qui l’écrase ou, tout au moins, d’en por-
ter un aussi lourd que le sien. C’est ce qu’il appelle ‘promotion’, mot bien choisi pour camoufler et
sa perfidie et ses plaies” (Cioran 2003a, 1087).
7 “l’équivalent moderne de la Chute, la version profane de la damnation” (Cioran 2003a, 1087).
8 “Consentirions-nous à réduire nos besoins, à satisfaire que les nécessaires, elle s’écroulerait
sur l’heure” (Cioran, 2003a, 1089).
9 “C’est ainsi que ces spectres, ces automates, ces hallucinés sont moins haїssables si l’on réflé-
chit auxmobiles inconscients, aux raisons profondes de leur frénésie: ne sentent-ils pas que le dé-
lai qui leur est accordé s’amenuise de jour en jour et que le dénouement prend figure? et n’est-ce
pas pour en écarter l’idée qu’ils s’engourdissent dans la vitesse? S’ils étaient sûrs d’un autre ave-
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Indeed, this is directly in line with the tenets of twenty-first-century anti-globali-
zation advocates and the growing body of groups that want serious action on cli-
mate change, who call for the reduction of consumption, for putting the brakes on
“progress.” In place of such speed and consumption, Cioran advocates a form of
retreat from life in which we live in the now and do not concern ourselves with
history or with what he calls the “idolatry of tomorrow” (Cioran 1970, 47).10 He is
rather vague, however, about what exactly such a Romantic view – a conscious
ignoring of our “fall into time” – would look like, and would, in fact, most likely
have criticized anti-globalists on similar or other grounds (Cioran 1970, 64).

Cioran’s ideological predecessor, Schopenhauer, takes an approach to time
that is largely informed by his reading of religious texts – primarily Hindu, but
also Buddhist – from which he draws the view that human beings’ consciousness
of time is one of unreality. Thus, resignation, emotional withdrawal from the vi-
cissitudes of life, is possible – a combination of transcendence and forbearance.
This is not Cioran’s view, though. For Cioran, the limitations put on the human
mind by time are ineluctable. There is no comfort to be found in another form of
transcendent knowledge; two world wars had erased that possibility for him.
Withdrawal from life, for Cioran, is the ultimate form of praxis because, contrary
to Schopenhauer’s view, there is no getting through life as painlessly as possible.
In an argument that has distinctly Buddhist echoes, Cioran decides that the only
thing we can do is try to limit our desires. As the political theorist Joshua Foa
Dienstag points out about this view,

Cioran’s technique […] is to radicalize the isolation that our time-consciousness creates, al-
most to the point of hermitage. Rather than strive after an impossible unification, we should
rest (not rest content, just rest) within our boundaries. In this way we will minimize our un-
happiness, be free from illusion, and do the least harm to others. These are the only goals we
can hope to obtain. (Dienstag 2006, 145–146)

Rather than grasping at material things, whose acquisition binds us over and over
again, civilization should embrace an art of letting go. In this regard, Cioran looks
to Epicurus as an exemplar for an art of living that is practical and necessarily lim-
ited. And, in a nod to an Orientalist, Cioran quotes Voltaire, who wrote that “in
cultivated periods, men make it a kind of religion to admire what was admired in
primitive times,” but faults him for not truly understanding their rationale for

nir, ils n’auraient aucun motif de fuir ni de se fuir, ils ralentiraient leur cadence et s’installeraient
sans crainte dans une expectative indéfinie” (Cioran 2003a, 1094; emphasis in original).
10 “idolâtrie du lendemain” Cioran (2003a, 1079).
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doing so (Cioran 1970, 70).11 That is to say, Cioran criticizes Voltaire for being Or-
ientalist in his use of the concept of the primitive, but, by criticizing the myopia of
supposedly “enlightened” times, himself employs a similar, Occidentalist strat-
egy in the process.

While Schopenhauer felt that human beings could unify the Hindu Atman and
Brahman (the small, individual soul and the larger, impersonal absolute), Cioran
saw this as an impossibility because of the human inability to escape time. He
does repeat the focus of Hinduism and Buddhism on living in the present, though,
as a way of counteracting the fact that human beings are bound by the cruel
awareness that we live in a constant accumulation of moments. He feels that the
absurdity of human existence is a direct result of the division between our baser
instincts and our consciousness of the passage of hours, years, centuries…. He
feels that we have dim memories of our primarily atemporal animal past, but can-
not reconcile such basic survival instincts with our desiring consciousness, and
wonders: “What have we gained by trading fear for anxiety?” (Cioran 1970, 63).12

That is to say, what have we gained by trading healthy, animal fear for sickly, hu-
man anxiety? Thus, like Schopenhauer, he advocates not grasping at material
things to obtain them, but attempting to let them go. For Cioran, themodel of a lin-
ear, unidirectional time in which the conditions of human existence improve is a
Western, Christian fantasy that is dangerous to the West. And to everyone else.

Conducting research for a different project, I came across the following Cior-
an quote from Histoire et utopie [History and Utopia] (1960) on In ArcanumMundi,
a website devoted to black metal music:13

What curse has fallen upon [the Occident] that at the term of its trajectory it produces only
these businessmen, these shopkeepers, these racketeers with their blank stares and atro-
phied smiles, to be met with everywhere, in Italy as in France, in England as in Germany? Is
it with such vermin as this that a civilization so delicate and so complex must come to an
end? Perhaps we had to endure this, out of abjection, in order to be able to conceive of an-
other kind of man.14 (Cioran 1987, 15)

11 “On se fait dans les siècles polis une espèce de religion d’admirer ce qu’on admirait dans les
siècles grossiers” (Cioran 2003a, 1093).
12 “Qu’avons-nous gagné au changement de la peur en anxiété?” (Cioran 2003a, 1089).
13 http://ulohc-inarcanummundi.blogspot.com (5 November 2018). Black metal is an extreme
subgenre of heavy metal music that is called “black” because it expresses anti-Christian and mis-
anthropic views, often advocating various forms of paganism and violent Satanism.
14 “Quelle malédiction l’a [l’Occident] frappé pour qu’au terme de son essor il ne produise que
ces hommes d’affaires, ces épiciers, ces combinards aux regards nuls et aux sourires atrophiés,
que l’on rencontre partout, en Italie comme en France, en Angleterre de même qu’en Allemagne?
Est-ce à cette vermine que devait aboutir une civilisation aussi délicate, aussi complexe? Peut-être
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Unlike Nietzsche, a disciple of Schopenhauer who was also interested in Hindu-
ism and Buddhism early in his career, Cioran cannot conceive of human beings as
perfectible. On the contrary, he would be appalled to see that today the common
culture created by “these businessmen, these shopkeepers, these racketeers” is
not limited to the borders of Europe, but is a global culture.

3 Iterations from Maoïsme to the alt-right today

The Occidentalist, anti-Christian stance that Cioran began taking in his twenties is
in keeping with the stances taken by other young Europeans – and youth around
the world, one might argue. For example, we have seen such positions adopted by
young people in the wake of the colonial era, in opposition to the Vietnam War,
and in stride with various radical movements, both religious and secular, from the
Red Army Faction in Germany to Islamic extremism in various parts of the world
in the twenty-first century.

In 1960s France, to cite one representative moment, the Maoïstes – the pur-
ported devotees of the Chinese Communist party chairman Mao Zedong, many of
whom were students of the Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser at the École Nor-
male Supérieure in Paris – found that European imperialism had only served to
reinforce the worst aspects of the materialist secularism of the legacy of the En-
lightenment (not to mention the concurrent, so-called “civilizing mission” of
Christianity). The intellectual historian Richard Wolin writes of them:

Cultural Revolutionary China became a projection screen, a Rorschach test, for their inner-
most radical political hopes and fantasies, which in de Gaulle’s France had been deprived of
a real-world outlet. China became the embodiment of a “radiant utopian future.” By “be-
coming Chinese,” by assuming new identities as French incarnations of China’s Red Guards,
these dissident Althusserians sought to reinvent themselves wholesale. Thereby, they would
rid themselves of their guilt both as the progeny of colonialists and, more generally, as bour-
geois. (Wolin 2010, 3)

The youngMaoïstes even managed to bring into their circle some of the most pro-
minent writers, filmmakers, and philosophers of the day, some of whom belonged
to the older generation, like Philippe Sollers and Jean-Luc Godard, Michel Fou-
cault, and Jean-Paul Sartre. Julien Bourg notes:

fallait-il en passer par là, par l’abjection, pour pouvoir imaginer un autre genre d’hommes” (Cior-
an 2003b, 989).
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The first issue of the Cahiers de la Gauche prolétarienne [Notebooks of the Proletarian Left],
published in April 1969 under the title “From the Anti-Authoritarian Revolt to the Proletarian
Revolution,” illustrated the gp’s [Gauche prolétarienne’s] diverging vision. The publication
claimed that the gp would draw on the best of the May student movement, fuse it with Mao-
ist practice, and end up with a genuine proletarian movement. (Bourg 2007, 54)

The Maoïstes sought to emulate a supposedly Eastern orthodoxy to a form of dia-
lectical materialism that transcended shameful Western capitalism, but was in
fact just based on their own ill-informed romanticism about a foreign govern-
ment’s murderous policies, inflected with local blue-collar angst.

Cioran saw the youthful passion of 1960s Paris negatively, as the “Nietzschei-
zation of France” – by which he meant a moment in which the weak pretend to be
strong, to be things they are not. As Willis Regier notes, despite a lifelong interest
in Nietzsche and an early espousal of both his aphoristic style and many of his
concepts, by this point in his life Cioran had finally, unequivocally rejected
Nietzsche as naïve and thus repudiated such movements (Regier 2005, 82). Thus,
despite the fact that the Maoïstes’ Occidentalism called for a rejection of the sup-
posedly Western conceptions of progress and civilization that Cioran himself had
criticized, in his post-war œuvre we see a move away from the romanticism of his
own youth and toward a pragmatic resignation to the negative state of the world.
A move away from such romanticism would also, as it turned out, eventually
come for the Maoïstes as the reality of the Chinese Communist Party’s irresponsi-
ble policies and repressive practices came to light. And yet, it is worth remember-
ing that, in the 1930s, Cioran had been a supporter of the Iron Guard, the Roma-
nian Fascist movement, which he had praised, along with Lenin and Hitler, in
his Schimbarea la față a României [The Transfiguration of Romania] (1936).15

Thus, even his own youthful romanticism had tended toward movements that
were repressive. This was before Marshal Ion Antonescu came to power in 1940,
crushed the movement, and named Cioran cultural attaché in Paris, where Cioran
would sit out the war years in relative safety and comfort, well remunerated.

Half a century after theMaoïstes, Occidentalism has persisted as one strain of
anti-globalization. In 2016, it reared its head again in the form of the US presiden-
tial election, in which the most qualified person ever to run for the office, Hillary
Clinton, was defeated by the least qualified person ever to run for the office, Do-
nald Trump. Trump and his supporters make the same critiques of Western capit-
alism as many Occidentalists outside the US – emphasizing the value of rural over
urban life, faith over reason, and taking stances that are authoritarian, undemo-
cratic, anti-immigrant, and anti-scientific. One aspect of this that has been jarring

15 See Petreu (2005, 3–4).
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has been the implications of their rhetoric about Jews. While Trump has had many
Jews in his orbit for his entire life, his white supremacist supporters have often
shown themselves to be anti-Semitic, and thus the statements from the Presi-
dent’s own circle have been paradoxical. In a White House press conference on 2
August 2017, the Occidentalist strain in Far-Right argumentation was well illu-
strated when Trump’s advisor Stephen Miller accused CNN’s Senior White House
Correspondent, Jim Acosta, of “cosmopolitan bias,” the insinuation being that he
is part of an urban elite that rejects the religion and culture of the nation in favour
of identification with like-minded people regardless of nationality, here asso-
ciated with the electorate on the US coasts. We remarked at the opening of this es-
say on Wagner’s criticism of libidinal Paris as opposed to the chaste German
Wald. The epithet “cosmopolitan” was also employed by Josef Stalin to great ef-
fect against the Soviet intelligentsia, with anti-Semitic overtones, and is now
being used again in the US against artists, writers, and academics, in particular.
Stephen Miller’s comment followed previous ones made by politicians like Sena-
tor Ted Cruz of Texas, who railed against so-called coastal elites in cities like San
Francisco and New York, a criticism that also smacks of overt anti-intellectualism
and covert anti-Semitism, since these are Jewish-American strongholds (despite
the fact that Cruz, like most US politicians, supports Israel, able to compartmenta-
lize what he sees as separate sets of issues). What makes Miller’s use of “cosmo-
politan” as a rebuke significant is, as Jeff Greenfield (2017) pointed out in Politico,
the fact that “all across Europe, nationalist political figures are still making the
same kinds of arguments – usually but not always stripped of blatant anti-Semit-
ism – to constrict the flow of ideas and the boundaries of free political expres-
sion.” And here we have the paradox of Occidentalism. Its critique of the irrespon-
sible optimism of Western progress, with its exploitation of local minorities and
the non-human environment, is both accurate and long overdue, in my view. And
yet, the bolstering of binaries such as rural–urban, national–foreign, religious–ir-
religious, and authentic–inauthentic muddies the intersectional waters we are all
in and, ultimately, shuts down constructive debate.

In her 2017 review of six new books on the state of Europe in The New York Re-
view of Books, Anne Applebaum, referring to Ivan Krastev’s After Europe, writes
that the flood of new refugees has prompted a sort of “demographic panic,” add-
ing that “the rural–urban divide that is so clear in the United States thus gains an
extra dimension in Europe, where people in small towns and villages have often
turned against the EU, while people in cities support it. It’s worth remembering
that the Brexit vote in Britain was not only a rich vs. poor vote, it was also an ur-
ban vs. rural vote” (Applebaum 2017, 45). People in predominantly white rural
areas in the EU and the US see the browning of “their” cities and feel that their
very way of life is threatened. This has been true of much of the Eurosceptic rheto-
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ric of, for example, the right-wing populist Alternative für Deutschland party un-
der the anti-immigrant zealot Frauke Petry, which made gains in the 2017 German
elections by winning over 20 % of the vote. But, like it or not, the minoritizing of
whites is a fact of population growth and migration history (see Colby and Ortman
2015). And along with that, the presumptuous and exploitative way of life of
whites – particularly heterosexual white men – is being threatened. And perhaps
it should be, since – for all the supposed social and cultural gains that advocates
would proclaim – the hegemony of this group (of which I happen to be a part) has
proven to be, in many respects, a human rights failure.

At the same time, I share Cioran’s pessimism about whether that which might
succeed such hegemony will be any better, for human nature proves itself to be
hierarchically inhumane all the time. Just as Cioran criticized the Maoïstes in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, he would most likely have also criticized the anti-cos-
mopolitanists and the anti-globalization critics of the early twenty-first century.
He would not have believed that reducing our carbon footprint or taking a stance
on strict ideological binaries would do anything to solve the fundamental pro-
blem of human beings exploiting other humans, and every other species. Today,
increasing numbers of young people are joining, or claiming to act in the name of,
groups that criticize the ideologies of the US and Europe (such as they interpret
them) by attempting to do physical harm to perceived bastions of capitalism and
white privilege. These young Occidentalists employ the same reductive logic as
Orientalists, as Buruma and Margalit, and many others, have noted. The question
is how pro-democracy advocates can move us away from the oligarchical model
of capitalism that has so taken hold in places like the US, a model that, despite its
appeal to the renewed radical Right, does not have the best interests of the latter
in mind either. Or should we just step back and deal with the issue that E. M. Cior-
an saw overarching all of this – our entrapment, not in the city or countryside, in
the West or non-West, but in time?
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